Abstract-In this paper, we present our results on MachZehnder-based spectral amplitude encoded optical code-division multiple access (OCDMA) in a passive optical network using a novel parallel spectral encoder/decoder. The modular construction of orthogonal code processors is shown along with operational settings. Simulation results are shown for an eight-user network scenario. The monolithic integration of a parallel encoder in an InP/InGaAsP material system is discussed whereafter static measurement results are given. Finally, several options are discussed to increase network flexibility and optical transparency.
I. INTRODUCTION
O PTICAL code-division multiple access (OCDMA) has many attractive features such as cost efficiency, asynchronous access, the resilience against eavesdropping and interference, and soft capacity degradation [1] . One of the applications of OCDMA is communication on passive optical networks (PONs). OCDMA has a powerful natural fit on PON because both are based on broadcast-and-select. As such, optimal sharing of optical medium and carrier is obtained. A PON shared-fiber architecture is envisaged to provide optical transparency in the access network layer, or even beyond, until the personal area network (PAN) of a mobile subscriber [2] , [3] . Using OCDMA on multiple wavelength channels in a PON allows code (re)usage per wavelength channel. This offers huge bandwidths to a large number of subscribers for reduced infrastructure costs. The integration of optics herein is the key for a further reduction in hardware complexity, and capital and operational expenditures (CAPEX and OPEX). Many flavors exist in OCDMA that can be differentiated by source (coherent or incoherent), coding domain (time, frequency, or time and frequency), implementation (free space, fiber based, or integrated), and polarity (unipolar or polar). In most coherent systems, short pulses are used, which require expensive sources. We consider incoherent spectral amplitude encoded OCDMA (SAE OCDMA) employing a broadband source and polar signaling. Incoherent sources such as LEDs are cost effective and give a good performance in SAE OCDMA, especially when forward error correction (FEC) is applied [4] . Polar signaling has a 3 dB SNR advantage over unipolar signaling [5] . Here, two complementary fringe patterns are used to represent both the user and the data on the network, i.e., they are used as modulation format and as multiple access mechanism. The coding is performed at the bit rate that limits the receiver bandwidth. As a result, additional cost efficiency is obtained with respect to time-domain encoding where high chip rates are used. Using two complementary fringe patterns is denoted as spectral shift keying (SSK). SSK has also been referred to as complementary spectral keying or recently as code-shift keying for a coherent OCDMA system [6] . A polar SAE OCDMA transmitter may use SSK. A polar receiver is constructed by a decoder with balanced detection at its outputs. An integrated Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) based polar transmitter is considered in this paper. A polar transmitter efficiently uses the properties of the polar receiver [7] . The integration of optical functions enables large-scale mass production and deployment. An integrated polar transmitter is, therefore, more attractive than, for example, a fiber-based unipolar transmitter shown in [8] . A fiber-based solution is bulky, more expensive, and less stable compared to its integrated counterpart. Additionally, we consider monolithic integration in the InP/InGaAsP material system because it allows integration of passive and active components such as a semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) [9] . To the best of the authors' knowledge, solutions only in silicon have been demonstrated so far [10] - [12] . We have designed a parallel spectral en/decoder (E/D) that uses only a single optical source to simultaneously generate or process a multitude of encoded optical spectra. A significant reduction in cost and hardware complexity is achieved when a single device is used.
In this paper, we discuss in detail the architecture and the performance of integrated MZI-based SAE OCDMA on a PON. We present the design and implementation of the parallel spectral E/D. The SAE OCDMA PON architecture is then simulated including the parallel spectral E/D at the optical line termination (OLT) side. Results are discussed for upstream and downstream traffic in case of eight possible users. Then, a successful integration in InP/InGaAsP is shown, which shows proof of concept. Finally, we discuss node integration, network reconfigurability based on dynamic wavelength assignment, all-optical routing, and colorless optical network units (ONUs), and a code-sense medium access control (MAC) to introduce robust network flexibility and optical transparency. The paper is organized as follows. First, the envisioned SAE OCDMA PON architecture is briefly introduced in Section II. Then, in Section III, basic building blocks are presented to modularly construct various types of E/Ds of any size. An SAE OCDMA PON eight-user network scenario is simulated in Section IV for the up and downstream case. Section V briefly describes the integration of a one-stage parallel spectral E/D. Finally, a discussion and the conclusions are given in Section VI.
II. MACH-ZEHNDER-BASED SAE OCDMA ON PON
The MZI-based solution has a number of properties that are advantageous in SAE OCDMA. The structure can be on the same photonic integrated chip (PIC) together with the source, modulator, filters, and many other functionalities. This results in cost-effective node designs. The MZI as a passive and lowcomplexity structure also contributes to this. An MZI is reciprocal; thus, a single device or design can be used for encoder and decoder. Here, it is referred to as E/D because it can perform both encoding and decoding operations. The two complementary fringe patterns required in SSK are generated by a single E/D. Finally, large E/Ds generate very complicated fringe patterns that enhance the security of data transmission with spectral amplitude coding.
A Mach-Zehnder-based E/D combination was used in a 100 Mbit/s point-to-point transmission link in [10] . However in a PON, point-to-multipoint transmission is performed. The data streams of multiple ONUs have to be transmitted from and detected at the OLT. This implies that all codes should instantly be available whenever there are data to transmit in order to maintain the asynchronous aspect of using optical codes on PON. Then, according to the state-of-the-art, this requires M banks of encoders and decoders with M sources to basically have M point-to-point transmission links deployed on PON. A significant reduction in hardware complexity is achieved when these M banks of E/Ds are transformed into one single device using one single source. We refer to such a device as a parallel E/D that is introduced in the next section. A three-user OCDMA PON scenario is shown in Fig. 1 in which all three codes have to be available at the OLT. Two different sources and two different SSK transmitters may be used at the ONU side, namely an electrooptic switch in combination with a superluminescent LED (SLED) and a bandpass filter (BPF) or a balanced transmitter with SLEDs and BPFs. Either of these combinations ensure the user data are SSK modulated at the outputs of the encoder. The parallel encoder at the OLT side uses an SLED and BPF in combination with electrooptic switches such that each ONU receives its own data. However, a balanced transmitter can be used to broadcast messages or data to all ONUs. The optical codes should be decorrelated not only by optical delay lines but also by polarization. All BPFs have a passband of the size of the free spectral range (FSR) of the E/Ds. The source and BPF should be as flat as possible to have negligible effect on the shape of the optical code. A booster amplifier should not be used because it will affect the optical code by amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise. A Mach-Zehnder-based SAE OCDMA PON architecture with these characteristics is discussed in detail in the following sections.
III. ORTHOGONAL SPECTRAL EN/DECODERS
A basic MZI generates two complementary spectra. A second set can be generated by applying an extra frequency-independent π/2 phase shift in one of the arms. By doing so, the frequency transfer function is transformed from the cosine to its orthogonal the sine. The orthogonal sets of complementary spectra are denoted as phase codes. The phase codes are binary identified by a 0 when the extra phase shift is absent and by a 1 when the extra phase is present. The resulting binary word is referred to as a phase code identifier (PCI). It is clear that a single MZI can generate only two phase codes. The number of phase codes (or cardinality) of the MZI can be increased by cascading another stage. A parallel spectral E/D (or tree) has been proposed, which is typically placed at the OLT in a PON [13] , [14] . Its cost-efficient design uses only a single optical source to simultaneously generate or process a multitude of encoded optical spectra. As such, a significant reduction in cost and hardware complexity is achieved.
Modular construction of E/Ds eases the design; therefore, three building blocks have been defined to construct cascade en tree E/Ds of any size. A 2 × 2 3-dB multimode interference (MMI) coupler, a 2 × 2 cascade element (CE), and a 2 × 4 crossed tree element (XTE) are shown in Fig. 2 .
An exact 3 dB coupling ratio is assumed for all couplers. The transmission characteristics of the E/Ds are described according to the propagation matrix [15] . Equation (1) shows the relationship between input E in and output E out
with M being the propagation matrix. The power transfer function is then given by The propagation matrices M MMI , M CE , and M XTE of the three building blocks are easily described by [16] 
and
with h ϕ (φ) = e −j (ϕ+φ) , ϕ = 2πf n eff K N m ∆L/c, where f is the optical frequency, n eff the effective refractive index of the waveguide, K N m the multiplication factor at stage m of an Nstage E/D, ∆L the path length difference, c the speed of light, and j the imaginary unit (j 2 = −1). The phase shifter φ in h ϕ (φ) represents φ m in case of a CE, and φ m n and φ m (n +1) in case of an XTE with n the odd branch counter (n = 1, 3, . . .). The setting of the phase shifter depends on its position with respect to the PCI. For example, the modular construction of one-, two-, and N -stage cascade E/Ds is shown in Fig. 3 . The PCI and the values of K N m determine the phase code orthogonality for cascade E/Ds. In original work of [10] , the cardinality increases by 2 N with N the number of stages, and the path length difference of each stage is the double of the path length difference of the previous stage. A detailed study toward orthogonality in cascade structures has been shown in [17] , and has been described in full detail in [18] . The study proved mathematically that the original assumptions do not provide a full set of phase codes. Improved sets of multiplication factors and PCIs have been proposed. Tables I and II show sets for cascade E/Ds up to six stages. Table I shows that the code cardinality increases only for even values of N , except for N = 1. If this is applied to tree E/Ds, full binary trees with more than two stages generate redundant phase codes. As a result, a loss in optical power has to be taken into account. A revised method has been proposed to construct trees that generate only orthogonal phase codes [16] . Such trees are constructed by using all three basic building blocks. The XTEs are used until the structure reaches the correct cardinality and the CEs are then used to extend the tree up to the correct [18] length of the PCI. This is of course true only for trees larger than two stages. If the code cardinality C p is a power of 2, the number of XTE and CE stages of the trees is given by N XTE and N CE according to
where N CE , N XTE ∈ N. The total number of stages N equals to N XTE + N CE . Fig. 4 shows the modular construction of a one-, two-, and N -stage tree to generate C p phase codes. It has been analyzed that an N -stage tree E/D in Fig. 4 has a direct relationship with an N -stage cascade E/D. As such, both structures generate the same orthogonal phase codes if the settings are applied as listed in Tables I and II . However, each XTE stage gives a 3 dB additional loss and a π/2 extra phase shift for the upper branch.
IV. SAE OCDMA PON SCENARIOS
We show a PON configuration with the cascade and tree E/Ds at the ONU and OLT side, respectively. The basic network scenario is given in two parts: firstly for upstream and then for downstream communication. The schematics show configurations for only two subscribers. These are easily extended to eight subscribers as used in the simulations.
A. Upstream Mach-Zehnder-Based SAE OCDMA PON
The upstream configuration is shown in Fig. 5 with transmitting ONUs (Tx) and a receiving OLT (Rx). An eight-subscriber scenario is simulated by using the settings of Tables I and II are decorrelated by optical delay lines ranging from 2 to 14 ns. To reduce simulation complexity, the optical feeder (L f ) and distribution (L d ) fibers are replaced by attenuators of 10 dB and 4 dB. These values account for connector and transmission losses. At short fiber lengths in the access network, attenuation and dispersion play a minor role. We use a balanced receiver with a trans-impedance amplifier (TIA). After the balanced detection, the electrical signal is filtered by a lowpass filter (LPF) with a cutoff frequency of 938 MHz (gigabit Ethernet filter). A broadband linear gain amplifier then amplifies 15 dB. Finally, a dc level of 150 mV is added to facilitate the visualization of the results. The components of the E/Ds are ideal, i.e., no phase noise or MMI imbalance is taken into account. The influence of phase noise was studied in [18] , and was found to have negligible impact on the system if the phase drift is small.
The optical spectra corresponding to Table III for three-user cases. The 3 dB loss of the cascade (B-C) corresponds with the loss at the output of the cascade. Table III shows that the eavesdropper receives equal optical powers that should lead to a zero electrical output. However, the tree output with phase code PCI 0 0 0 0 receives high and low optical powers. This leads to a polar electrical output, as shown in Fig. 7 (a) and (b) for all eight outputs. The insets show the optical spectrum at outputs PCI 0 0 0 0 (matched) and PCI 1 1 1 1 (nonmatched) if fringe pattern A e (ω) in Fig. 6 is received. Table III shows that when multiple users communicate on the network, the performance degrades but the eavesdropper still cannot receive any of the data streams. Unfortunately, a bit error rate measurement could not be realized in the simulation software. The decoded bitstream at the output with PCI 0 0 0 0 in case of an interferer is shown in Fig. 8 .
B. Downstream Mach-Zehnder-Based SAE OCDMA PON
The downstream configuration is shown in Fig. 9 with receiving ONUs and a transmitting OLT. Same settings are used for the downstream scenario except the bias currents of the SOAs in Fig. 9 . The SOAs at the OLT are operated on a bias current of 250 mA and the SOAs at the ONUs on 150 mA. The higher amplification is required due to the additional loss of 9 dB introduced by the coupling element, which is required at the OLT to multiplex the data streams onto L f . The optical spectra Table IV for three-user cases. The 12 dB loss of the tree encoder (B-C) corresponds with the 3 × 3 dB additional loss of the XTE stages and the 3 dB coupling loss at the output of the tree. The received electrical signals are shown in Fig. 11 for all eight ONUs. The insets show the optical spectrum at outputs PCI 0 0 0 0 (matched) and PCI 1 1 1 1 (nonmatched) if fringe pattern A e (ω) in Fig. 10 is received. The decoded bitstream at ONU with PCI 0 0 0 0 in case of an interferer is shown in Fig. 12 . Similar results are obtained and compared with those shown in Figs. 7 and 8 even though the received optical power is less. 
C. Discussion
Figs. 7, 8, 11, and 12 show an unstable behavior with large signal fluctuations during a bit period. This effect is less strong in the time traces shown in Fig. 13 of the similar but continuous wave (unmodulated) back-to-back setup used in [16] to study code orthogonality. However, in the setups shown in Figs. 5 and 9, four ASE sources are cascaded until detection. It is well understood that the incoherent summation of signal powers in the same wavelengths will give rise to excessive fluctuations in the detected power due to the wave nature of light that undergoes constructive and destructive interference [19] . This noise source is referred to as speckle noise and is still present even in the absence of interfering users. The operational settings of the ASE sources could be optimized to suppress the noise, for example, by operating the SOAs under high bias currents in the gainsaturation regime [20] . Choosing a larger optical bandwidth than the simulated 256 GHz will also smoothen out the effects of the speckle noise in the band. In any case, [10] has experimentally shown good performance at 100 Mb/s by using larger, sevenstage cascades with an FSR of 640 GHz (∼5 nm). A large FSR could not be modeled due to computing limitations. Next to optimizing the optical setup, a limiting electrical amplifier with thresholding would also significantly improve the quality of the detected signal.
Hence, the results of the simulations show a limited performance to at most three simultaneous users on the PON, but we observe room for great improvement in the optical and electrical signal-to-noise ratio.
V. INTEGRATED ONE-STAGE PARALLEL ENCODER
A one-stage tree is integrated in the InP/InGaAsP material system, which offers the possibility to monolithically integrate the device with active and passive components. The device is fabricated on a layer structure, as shown in Table V .
This stack contains of a waveguide layer of 500-nm-thick undoped InGaAsP with a band gap of 1.25 µm. The top cladding consists of a 300 nm not intentionally doped (n.i.d.) InP and a 1200 nm p + -doped InP layer. The top contact is a p-InGaAs layer. Below these layers, a 4-µm-thick lowly n-doped InP layer is present, used as a secondary waveguide layer. The passive waveguides, the MMI couplers and the electrooptical phase shifters are ridge structures, shallowly etched, 100 nm into the Q(1.25) layer. A spot size converter (SSC) as shown in Fig. 14 is made by tapering the waveguides both laterally and vertically down to the secondary waveguide layer [21] , [22] . In this layer, an 11-µm-wide fibermatched waveguide (FMW) is etched to efficiently couple to a standard single-mode fiber. The phase codes of the integrated tree are measured and show well resemblance with simulated behavior [14] . The integrated chip, and the simulated and measured fringe patterns (FSR =∼5 nm) are shown in Fig. 15 . The measured insertion loss is around 10 dB. This accounts for less than 2 dB propagation losses (2.5 dB/cm), 1.5 dB MMI losses, 2 × 3 dB splitting losses at the XTE and output, and a 1.5 dB SSC loss. The XTE itself has about 5 dB insertion losses. The propagation losses increase with K N m at higher stages. The tree is TE polarization dependent due to the strong polarization dependency of the Pockels effect in the electrooptic phase shifters.
The SSC performance is further analyzed by using a chargecoupled device (CCD) camera to view the output field. This is plotted in Fig. 16 . From these traces, the mode field diam- eter (MFD) is calculated, which is 10.5 µm in the lateral and 4.7 µm in the vertical direction. From these results, an overlap loss with a single-mode fiber of approximately 1.5 dB is expected. The coupling tolerance to an SMF as a function of the offset is investigated. This results in an alignment tolerance of ±1.5 µm for 1 dB excess loss, as can be seen in Fig. 17 . The low overlap and excess loss show a good performance of the designed SSC that enables the chip to be packaged at low fiber-to-fiber insertion losses.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The upstream and downstream scenarios in Section IV are easily transformed into a larger bidirectional network scenario because of a large number of shared components. The reciprocal behavior of the E/Ds can be used to integrate the functionalities of the transmitter and receiver at the ONUs. This is simply done by adding a coupler stage at the inputs of the cascade E/D to connect the balanced PDs. A separate receiving circuit is required at the OLT in order to maintain truly asynchronous communication on the network. Therefore, a circulator should be used to separate the upstream and downstream channels. The bidirectional node design is fully integrateable in InP/InGaAsP PICs. This is an important advantage of the Mach-Zehnderbased SAE OCDMA solution.
The periodicity of the Mach-Zehnder-based E/Ds can be exploited on the way to wavelength agnostic ONUs. If the BPFs are made tunable, the ONUs can then be placed in any distribution of wavelength channels in the network. Remote wavelength channel delivery from the OLT can be considered to have a colorless ONU. A dynamic wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) scheme can also be applied to allocate capacity. The OLT is not limited to just a single PON, but it may have multiple PONs connected. An increase of optical network transparency is achieved by considering all-optical routing in the subdomain of the OLT. If each PON operates on its own (dynamically) assigned wavelength, all-optical wavelength routing (WR) maximizes the throughput in the CO's subnet of PONs. We aim at no wavelength conversion at the CO to increase the end-to-end optical transparency that also simplifies the network scenario. The SSK signal is transmitted on the wavelength of the destination PON (λ out ) by using the optical orthogonal code of the addressee. If the code labeled wavelength channel is routed correctly, the broadcast-and-select properties of PON and OCDMA ensure that the addressee receives its data. A reconfigurable optical add-drop multiplexer (OADM) based on microring resonators has flexible WR functionality [23] .
It is clear that a collision may occur at an aggregation point when multiple ONUs simultaneously transmit data to a similar destination. Data not intended for nodes outside the "home" PON are sent on the assigned wavelength (λ home ) with the ONU's own optical orthogonal code. Collisions may also occur if direct or peer-to-peer communication is enabled between two ONUs in the same PON. Therefore, a MAC is required to avoid such collision. Code sensing has been analyzed for IP routing in a fiber-Bragg grating (FBG) based SAE OCDMA star network [24] . The transparent deployment of packet-based (Ethernet) services in a Mach-Zehnder-based SAE OCDMA PON system has been proposed in [25] . It is suggested to perform code sensing directly at the transmitter in the optical physical layer (PHY). The Mach-Zehnder-based E/Ds are reciprocal; thus, the existing setup is easily enhanced with a code-sense functionality by adding only few components rather than by adding a separate circuit. The passive node in the PON has to be extended such that power is reflected to "all but own fiber." This implies that a transmitting node cannot sense its own traffic. If another ONU transmits data on the same wavelength channel with the same phase code, a mere peak in the autocorrelation is enough to detect a collision at the transmitter.
We believe that spectral amplitude encoded OCDMA with MZI-based E/D structures is an attractive cost-efficient technique on a PON. We presented a parallel spectral E/D to further reduce network complexity. We have discussed the monolithic integration of node designs in the InP/InGaAsP material system. Simulation results are shown for upstream and downstream eight-user PON scenario. Multiple options have been discussed to increase the flexibility and optical transparency of the architecture. 
